iPad mini Bonus

Reach 4,000QV (Qualifying Volume) in your first 30 Days and you’ll earn an Apple iPad mini 4 to help you build your business!

> You must have 4 Personal Q&A (Qualified & Active) Promoters to Qualify.
> You must have at least 400PV (Personal Volume). Personal Volume is an accumulation of your personal orders and or Retail Sales.
> Your 30 days starts from the day of your enrollment as a Le-Vel Brand Promoter. Check your Cloud Office to see when your 30 days ends.
> 60 Percent Rule applies – only 60% of volume can come from your strongest leg.
> Must have at least 4 Customers with Autoship orders.
> We’ll apply a $399 bonus to your check for an Apple iPad mini 4 - MSRP $399.

Building Tip: What’s the fastest and easiest way to get the iPad mini?
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